Berlin Brands Group
Coverage Report

Overview
The campaign focus was centred on building credibility and awareness for the Berlin Brands
Group, as well as market education. These would come together to develop a reputation as
an alternative to traditional BBG’s methodologies. ClearStory’s KPI was to secure a minimum
of 2 pieces of coverage per month.

Media outreach began in April of 2021 with a focus on BBG’s target territories. These included
the UK and Ireland, each of which was targeted strategically at various points during the
campaign.

The campaign involved a series of pitches whose objective was to position Berlin Brands
Group as a leader in the e-commerce market and an architect for acquisition and global
internal supply chain management.

This was achieved by targeting a range of sectors including e-commerce, supply chain
management, business, trade outlets, as well as entrepreneur publications. Since the
beginning of the year, a total of 28 pieces of coverage, as seen in the coverage book, have
been published. One further piece of coverage is pending, as detailed below. As of Sept 30,
2021, the coverage total sat at 28 live pieces and one pending piece of coverage, comfortably
exceeding the agreed KPI of 2 pieces per month. While the Berlin Brands Group campaign is
currently on pause, ClearStory will manage the pending pieces along with any inbound
queries or further interests that appear.

Campaign Approach
Throughout the campaign, we distributed regular pitches for interviews, email Q&As, and
op-eds, as well as a press release announcing Berlin Brand Group’s funding announcement of
700million euros. These were issued to a wide range of outlets. In the UK and Ireland, we
pitched to supply chain, business, e-commerce, technology, startups, and entrepreneur outlets.

Coverage overview
In summary, we have secured:
1. pieces of coverage ( 28 published/1 pending)
a. Total online readership: 460 million
b. Domain Authority: 76 (average)

2. Average tiering: 3

Pending pieces: Interview with tech.EU to be rescheduled and conducted in early 2022

Messaging and Sentiment Analysis
Berlin Brands Group’s key messages were integrated across all coverage, contributing to the
creation of highly positive sentiment for the company and its capabilities.
The opportunities secured across top-tier outlets and trades such as Techradar, Business
Matters and Business Leader have boosted BBGs profile and bolstered the company’s
reputation as an industry leader.

Summary
In summary, 28 pieces of coverage have been secured, exceeding our monthly KPI. The
campaign is currently on pause. We will continue to pursue the pending opportunities and send
across those links as we have them, and manage any inbound queries as planned.
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